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Softball fans all over Europe, hard times will not prevail if we are united.
Follow the rules shared by the the World Health Organization & train at home!

U18 Czech gets the bronze at the Softball World Championship!

ESCA PARTNER WITH NFCA

We are thrilled to announce that the European
Softball Coaches Association (E.S.C.A.) and the
National Fastpitch Coaches Association have
reached a partnership agreement in an effort to both
share and increase the knowledge of coaches
throughout Europe starting immediately.
Starting now, E.S.C.A. offers membership in which
members get educational service through NFCA,
and networking opportunities.

Coed Slowpitch European Super Cup
Finally we know: the 2020 CSESC will be played in Sofia, Bulgaria, from July 20 to July 25.
ESF wants to thanks the various Federations and teams who made great efforts to prevent
cancellation of this event and particularly Bulgaria that will be organizing the event!

Our Facebook cover will be starring you!

Each and every month, we will pick one of the pictures shared on instagram with the
hashtag #lovesoftball.
Our first pic is a picture of Marjolein Merkx. Go, check it out!
USE IT, SPREAD IT, LOVE IT! #LOVESOFTBALL
picture by Grega Valancic.

Looking for a team or a player for 2020 season?

Whether you are a GM of a softball club looking for
a player or you are a softball player looking for a
team, we have good news for you: the Player Market
section on our website is online and renewed!
For a new profile: email Daniela Castellani

The position of the ESF Communications Director is now in the phase of transition. For any communications with the
Communications department please use both hnovotna@europeansoftball.org and eghilardi@europeansoftball.org
Thank you for understanding.

FINAL ENTRIES TO OUR OFFICIAL
COMPETITIONS ARE ONLINE.

Softball Europe will organize a
certification clinic for Slowpitch
Umpires in 2020. This clinic will be held

check them out

in Almere, NED.
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